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Legal Advice: This document contains statements that may constitute “forward-looking statements”, based on current opinions, expectations and projections about future 

events. Such statements are also based on assumptions and analysis made by Wilson, Sons and are subject to market conditions which are beyond the Company’s 

control. Important factors which may lead to significant differences between real results and these forward-looking statements are: national and international economic 

conditions; technology; financial market conditions; uncertainties regarding results in the Company’s future operations, its plans, objectives, expectations, intentions; and 

other factors described in the section entitled "Risk Factors“, available in the Company’s Prospectus, and filed with the Brazilian Securities and Exchange Commission 

(CVM). 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

 

3G Radar Gestora de Recursos LTDA Acquire Relevant Participation  

 

Wilson Sons Limited (“Company”) in full compliance with CVM Instruction number 358 hereby informs that it has 

received a notice from 3G Radar Gestora de Recursos LTDA (“Investors”) stating that it has, through the stock 

exchange operations of its investment funds on the 10 of November 2016, reached a position totaling 3,626,800 

Brazilian Depositary Receipts (“BDRs”) of Wilson Sons Limited. This total represents a 5.10% interest in the 

Company. 

The 3G Radar Gestora de Recursos LTDA clarifies that these acquisitions are not intended to acquire control of the 

Company, being an investment which does not aim to change the administration, composition of control or regulate 

the Company's operation. In addition, there is no agreement or contract regulating the exercise of the right to vote or 

the purchase and sale of securities issued by the Company of which the signatory is a party 

The Company also informs that, as of the present date, its capital stock comprises 71,144,000 common shares, of 

which 29,700,000 shares (41.75%) are traded through Brazilian Depository Receipts (BDR´s) on the 

BM&FBOVESPA. 

 

About Wilson Sons 

Wilson Sons, through its subsidiaries, is one of Brazil’s largest providers of integrated port and maritime logistics and 

supply chain solutions. With a business track record of 179 years, the Company has developed an extensive national 

network and provides a comprehensive set of services related to domestic and international trade, as well as to the 

oil and gas industry. Its principal operating activities are divided into the following lines of business: Port Terminals, 

Towage, Logistics, Shipping Agency, Offshore, and Shipyards. 

For more information, please visit our website www.wilsonsons.com.br/ir 

 

Rio de Janeiro, 17 November 2016 

 

Fernando Fleury Salek 

Legal Representative and Investor Relations 
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